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Rob Rants 

On Groundhog's Day,  

The Stock Market Is Seeing Shadows 

 
 

By the time you read this, the world will know what it learns every year on February 2: whether Punxsutawney Phil, the 
iconic groundhog named for the Pennsylvania city in which he resides, saw his shadow. If Phil sees his shadow in this 
annual ceremony, he will waddle back to his den, and we’ll have 6 more weeks of winter. If he doesn’t see his shadow, 
typically due to cloudy weather that day, spring will come quickly, in just a couple of weeks. That made me think about a 
few things: 

1. First, there’s no way I am going to veer this Rob Rants toward a discussion of climate change, and its impact on 
Groundhog’s Day. Next! 

2. Phil the groundhog is as accurate as many economists and stock market forecasters. That is, he is right well under 
half the time, according to various studies over the years. Frankly, I doubt even the studies themselves agree. It’s 
like the second derivative of “who cares/no one.” Then again, I am writing about it, so… 

3. The investment markets are at a very special point in their own history right now. In fact, I’d argue that there is 
more suspense about the next major move in the stock market than there is about a groundhog’s annual outing in 
Western, PA, USA. 



 

You see, the stock market opened 2022 in a very not-2021 way. It erased a lot of 2021’s gains in just over 3 weeks during 
January, before the type of vigorous bounce we’ve become accustomed to seeing. Yet as of last Thursday, just before the 
rebound, the Nasdaq 100 ETF (QQQ) was up just 1.4% going all the way back to February 12, 2021, a period of 50 
weeks, nearly a year. For what it’s worth, February 12 is also the birthday of a fellow who, like those who gather every 
year for Groundhog’s Day, wore a top hat. That would be Abraham Lincoln. 

I am not “concerned” about the stock market, because our model portfolios are driven by the process I developed starting 
way back in 1980, when my late father taught me to chart stocks by hand, on graph paper. We use some high-tech stuff to 
do the work these days, but it helps us from being “concerned” because we always aim to take big risk off the table.  

What we are these days is intrigued. We are intrigued by the fact that so much of the market’s story (as told by the charts) 
is saying the same thing: we might be on the precipice of a “January was just a false alarm, so let’s rally all over again” 
situation. Or, we might just be set up for the 3rd “failure” for the market to break out of a downtrend that has lasted for 
nearly all of this new year. And if the latter case is what turns out to be, the veteran technician in me knows that the likely 
path is either back down to or down through lows of last month, around 4,220 for the S&P 500.  

So, this is sort of a big deal, one way or the other. And, with all of market “noise” these days, due to the huge presence of 
algorithmic traders, hedge funds and the like, it is more possible than in the past that a “head-fake” occurs. That is, the 
market breaks one way, all the technicians (there are tons of us now) react in unison, and it turns out to be a 1-day or even 
1-hour “event” before the opposite happens.  

If this sounds confusing, imagine trying to manage money professionally these days! Those of us who consider ourselves 
to be investment “lifers” tend to agree that this is probably the most challenging market to in which manage money in our 
careers. And that’s why just doing what everyone else is doing is a bigger risk to you and your money than at any time in 
recent memory. 

What should you do about that? When it comes to “asset allocation,” think differently, and go beyond the “traditional” 
methods. And if you follow the charts closely, as we do, recognize that the rules governing technical analysis now require 
more nuance and softer guidelines than in the past. I believe this is at the root of some investors’ frustrations lately. They 
want things to work the way they always did in the stock and bond markets. And, they want their bull market to snap back 
into the picture, now! 

Don’t count on it being that easy. For reasons we started explaining last week when our proprietary ICI indicator shifted 
to its highest risk (“Stormy”) level, the stock market doesn’t work the way it used to. And the bond market? It looks as 
much like it used to as a groundhog looks like a tractor! 

So, enjoy Groundhog’s Day, and keep striving to better-understand today’s markets. And, regardless of what 
Punxsutawney Phil did in the great state of Pennsylvania today, keep your eyes on those shadows in the financial markets. 
Maybe we’ll have a quick turn to spring, or maybe winter is just beginning.  

 

 

 

 

 



Chart Me A Story 

The Walkman, Rotary Phones, Small Cap Stocks?! 

 
 

Is small cap stock investing facing extinction? Versus their large cap brethren, it has appeared that way for some time. 
Here's a chart of the Russell 2000 Small Cap ETF versus the S&P 500 ETF over 3-year periods since 2012. Small caps 
have underperformed by over 9% a year the past 3 years, and since 2014 they have rarely bested the S&P 500. Bull 
markets are not supposed to act like that. Small cap stocks carry more risk, since those businesses tend to be less mature 
than mega-sized companies. But with so much money crowded into S&P 500 Index funds, small caps just don't get much 
attention. From a standpoint of market "soundness," this is a concerning sign.  



 

A Math Problem For Aggressive Investors 

 

This is one of those elementary issues for investors...as in, you probably learned in elementary school, but may not have 
applied it to your investing. This is one of many ETFs that have fallen 30% or thereabouts during the past few months. 
That means that you have turned $1.00 of assets into $0.70. So, if the ETF then rallies by 10%, you are not back to 80 
cents on the dollar, you're only at 77 cents. The more your portfolio drops, the tougher the math to climb back. This is 
why we emphasize risk management.  



 

Corporate Bonds And Inflation 

 

 

 

The Fed came vigorously supported bond markets once Covid hit in 2020. In other words, they made sure corporations 
issuing new bonds could have a buyer, avoiding financial calamity. 16 months after things started to calm down, nothing 
has changed…except that inflation has skyrocketed. This leaves corporate bond funds with lousy yields, huge risk of price 
declines when the Fed finally lets go of its overreaching support, and in their most vulnerable position in over 40 years. 
Because the cost of living is rising much faster than the total return potential of your bond fund in the years ahead. That's 
why we consider corporate bonds to be the most dangerous sector of the global markets in 2022. 

 
  



Strategy Report 

Investment Climate Indicator™ (ICI) 

Sungarden's proprietary measure of investing RISK. Investing offers potential reward, but at what cost? 

 

Current Reading: Stormy 

ROAR Score™ 
Investment strategy is a constant tradeoff. How to balance reward and risk boils down to how you position your 
portfolio across the spectrum of Offense vs. Defense (investing to grow what you have vs. avoiding big loss). 

We refer to this spectrum as ROAR: Return Opportunity And Risk. Each week, we express our opinion about 
what the current market environment is favoring across those competing approaches. 

 
ROAR CHARTS Position (0-100 scales, 50 = "normal" positioning) 

Defense/Offense (lower= more defensive) 35 

 

  



Market Outlook Factor Overview (MOFO)™ 
With all the noise out there, what should investors focus on now? This MOFO aims to figure that out! We think 

these are the 10 factors most likely to impact investors’ portfolios in the intermediate term. We update the 
rankings each week, based on our opinion. 

This Week 
Ranking Factor Comment 

1 Inflation It’s here. The bond market cares. Will stocks? 

2 Fed Policy Taper now, hike rates later. Investing game-changer? 

3 Market Sentiment Buy-The-Dip mentality still here.   
Until it’s gone, market can still rise. 

4 Market Breadth FAANG stocks’ grip on the broad market is fading 

5 Covid: from pandemic to 
endemic Omicron: less dangerous, but still disruptive 

6 Equity Valuations Been high a long time, will matter eventually 

7 Russia/Ukraine 100k troops at the border. Show of force or pending use of force? 

8 Economic Growth Consumer Sentiment at a historically risky area 

9 US Debt/Tax Policy Congressional infighting, inaction always a risk 

10 Corporate Earnings Used to matter, but now it’s just a Wall St. game 

Notable up movers from last week 

Notable down movers from last week 

Weekly Summary 

Market Sentiment and Market Breadth, which are related, each rise in the rankings this week. They get the green shading, 
but there are no red-shaded boxes because everything else essentially just slides down below them. Our comment next to 
market sentiment used to say "Crypto and "sexy stocks" falling from the sky," but after severe losses in those areas, it’s 
not "news" anymore. That said, it would not surprise us if some of the highest-flyers of 2020-2021 eventually settle 80-

90% below their price peaks. That's what happens when manic market cycles end. Instead, our focus in the Market 
Sentiment factor is the never-say-die attitude of the "Buy-The-Dip" crowd. This is the penchant for markets to treat every 
dip as a buying opportunity, as we discussed in Rob Rants above. Stay tuned. Meanwhile, market breadth moves up the 

list primarily because every week, even every day, seems to be a yo-yo of what is in or out of favor. And it’s only 
February! 

Honorable Mention: these are not in the top 10, but are worth keeping an eye on 

China aggression Military ops ramping up, could Taiwan be a crisis center? 
Changing nature of work/work 

force Voluntary retirements plus a labor shortage and skills gap 

Short-Term Bonds From near-0% to over 1% in a year. Equity rival soon? 

Retail Investors The masses have arrived. Will they stay? 



 

S&P 500 X-Ray™ 
For risk management, we think asset allocation is over-rated, and technical analysis (charting price patterns) is 
under-rated. Rob Isbitts applies his more than 40 years of charting experience to set S&P 500 Index risk ranges 

for 3 different time frames. Updated each week. 

 
 Top Range Bottom 

Range 
Implied 
Upside 

Implied 
Downside 

Range Size 

Short-Term 4,800 3,700 6% -18% 30% 
Intermediate-
Term 

4,800 
 

3,200 6% -29% 50% 

Long-Term 5,000 2,000 10% -56% 150% 

 

 

Take Away 
 

There's an old Wall Street expression that goes something like this: investors keep score in percentage terms on the way 
up, and in dollars on the way down. In other words, when the stock market is booming, the "sex-appeal" is in how they are 
making 30%, 50% even 100% on certain investments. However, when things reverse, they suddenly start to look at their 
account balance and translate in their heads what they won't have money to spend on. 10% on $500k is $50k. Based on 
many studies done over the years about investor attitudes, people are about 3 times as emotional about losing money than 
making it. Hey, we don't know what the markets will do next. But this I can tell you: many investors have not even begun 
to process emotionally how they will feel if their portfolio drops hard, and stays down. Why? Because it has been 14 years 
since that has been an issue. Every decline since 2008 was of the "instant-gratification" variety. Lose 20% in the S&P 500 
or Nasdaq in a matter of weeks? No problem, since it always recovered within months. Whenever that pattern fails for the 
first time, you might as well call it "national investor freak-out" month...or year...or years. The takeaway here: make sure 
you put in the effort now to avoid being one of those folks. 

 

 

  

Disclaimer 



The material on our website is for informational purposes only. We are not asking you to buy or sell a security and are not offering 
you investment advice. Information on our website is believed to be reliable. Please understand it is not guaranteed. Past performance 

is not a guarantee. It is also not a reliable indicator of future results. Investing means taking risks. You may not use any part of our 
website without asking us. You need our written permission. 

Sungarden Investment Publishing, LLC provides links for your convenience to websites produced by other providers or industry 
related material. Accessing websites through links directs you away from our website. Sungarden Investment Publishing, LLC is not 

responsible for errors or omissions in the material on third party websites, and does not necessarily approve of or endorse the 
information provided. Users who gain access to third party websites may be subject to the copyright and other restrictions on use 

imposed by those providers and assume responsibility and risk from use of those websites.   
Information about your visits to our website: We store records of the activities on our sites in our web server logs, which automatically 
capture and save the information electronically. The information we collect helps us administer the site, analyze its usage, protect the 

website and its content from inappropriate use, and improve the user’s experience. 
 

See our Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy on the website. 
Copyright © 2022 Sungarden Investment Publishing, LLC. All rights reserved. 
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